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the throne theophany

and prophetic commission in 1I nephi
A form critical analysis
blake thomas ostler

the

first chapter of the book of mormon in the words of
hugh nibley has the authenticity of a truly ancient pseudepigraphic
writing stamped all over it it is a well nigh perfect example of the
genre 1 indeed the first chapter of 1 nephi conforms precisely to a
literary pattern that form critical studies have demonstrated to be the
very essence of the prophetic commission in ancient israel which
I
gives the individuals credentials as a prophet messenger and
ambassador of the heavenly council 2 the pattern that emerges in
the pseudepigrapha is that of a righteous individual who concerned
for the wickedness of his people prays and weeps on their behalf until
physically overcome by the spirit of revelation and who carried away
in a vision sees god enthroned amidst the heavenly council he also
receives a heavenly book which explains the secrets of the universe and
the impending disaster of his people the vision is completed with
a call or commission extended from the heavenly council to warn his
people of their impending destruction if they will not repent however
he is also forewarned that his people will reject him ultimately such
an apocalyptic pattern derives from the visionary experiences of the
prophets micaiah 1 ggs
kgs 2219 22 isaiah isa 6 and ezekiel
ezek 11 321 who had visions of god on his throne preceding
their prophetic calls
after defining the literary pattern of the prophetic commission
and its historical development this article will examine the throne
theophany in 1 nephi and compare the prophetic commission pattern
1

found therein with numerous old testament and pseudepigraphic
sources the account found in 1 nephi will then be compared with
nineteenth century visions of god finally this article will consider
the probable origins of the pattern and indicate the significance
of the form in the book of mormon
john W welch and robert FE smith
for comments on an earlier version of this paper distributed by the foundation for ancient research and mormon
studies he would also like to thank don norton for editing suggestions
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ORIGIN AND

historical development

there are essentially three distinct types of ascension motifs the first
type is the ecstatic ascension through the heavens such as that
experienced by the apostle paul 2 cor 122 4 the second type is
the ritual ascension which involved kings at the new year rites the
third is the initial calling of the prophet preceded by a theophany such
as a vision of god on his throne 3 while this article will be concerned
primarily with the latter type at times the other two types of ascension
motifs overlap the prophetic call lur
isaiahs
fur instance Isaia
isaials
hs call may represent
Isaia
both isaials
isaiahs
hs personal experience of a vision of god and a ritual
enactment of the coronation of yahweh 4 there are also two distinct
types of prophetic commission patterns the narrative type of call such
as that of moses gideon or jeremiah involves a dialogue with
yahweh in which the prophet voices his reluctance to be called as a
prophet but is finally reassured by divine injunction the other type
is classically represented by the calls of isaiah and ezekiel where the
seer experiences a theophany before his commission as a prophet 5
again this article will be concerned primarily with the latter form
in his study of the office and calling of the prophet klaus baltzer
remarks if we can expect to find information about the essence and
function of the prophetic office anywhere it is in the stories of
the prophets call and commission 6 such theophany commission
experiences are structured according to a literary pattern which
scholars have termed a gattung literary form or a literary form
within a traditionsgeschichte historical development of a literary or
oral tradition to emphasize their formal nature and manifest
what baltzer calls a programmatic character 7 such theophanic
experiences were placed anciently at the beginning of the traditions
of the works and words of the prophet as a means of providing
vindication and legitimization of the prophet in his office 8
gerhard von rad states that the prophetic call
13

in fact gave rise to a new literary category the account of the call
the
event of which the prophet tells burdened him with a commission with
knowledge and responsibility which place him in a complete isolation
before god it forced him to justify his exceptional status in the eyes of the
majority this makes clear that the writing down of a call was something
secondary to the call itself and that it served a different end from the latter
the call commissioned the prophet the act of writing down an account
of it was aimed at those sections of the public in whose eyes he had to
justify himself no doubt these accounts are of great importance because
of the insight they give us into the experience which made a man a
prophet
at the same time however exegesis has always to remember
that these narratives are probably not simply transcripts of what was
experienced at the time they are as well accounts designed to serve certain
definite ends and they no doubt to a certain extent stylized the call 9
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the literary pattern of the prophetic call found in ezekiel

the
apocalyptic vision of god in human form seated on his throne
has been traced by walther zimmerli
preceding the call of prophet
along a line of developing tradition in the old testament from isaiah 6
back to 1I kings 2219ffjo
ff 10 thus isaiah expressed his throne vision in
2219ff
2219
a literary pattern first elucidated in the oldest old testament model
which dates to the ninth century BC found in the vision of
ofmicaiah
micaiah
kings 2219 22
1I saw the lord sitting on his throne
and all the host of heaven standing
by him
and the lord said

isaiah 61

1

who shall persuade ahab

and there came forth a spirit and

stood before the lord and said
1I will go forth
all biblical
quotes are from the king james
version unless otherwise noted

I1 saw also

2

8

the lord sitting upon a

throne high and lifted up and
above it stood the seraphims
seraphime
serap hims
also I1 heard the voice of the lord
saying whom shall I1 send and
who will go for us then said 1I
here am 1I send me

the

similarity between the two accounts justifies scholars in
speaking of a literary pattern or form of the throne vision followed by
a prophetic call just as isaiah expresses his vision in the literary form
ofmicaiah
of the prophetic vision and commission of
micaiah so ezekiel elaborates
ethe
ithe
the same theophanic pattern of prophetic call in the sixth century
with a wealth of apocalyptic detail which one can only describe
as baroque
and with an anthropomorphic
says matthew black
type of theophany which has been responsible for an entire mystical
von rad adds among the reception of
tradition of judaism
visions more elaborately described in the old testament those
of micaiah ben imlah 1 I ggs
kgs 2219ff
2219 ff isaiah isa 6 and ezekiel
ezek 1 3 fall into the same class for they follow what was obviously
a given basic concept that of solemn commissioning by yahweh as he
sat enthroned in the midst of his heavenly entourage each of the
three however adapts the schema in its own particular way 12
jeremiah also couches his prophetic call in a formal pattern or
call narrative in the early sixth century but it is expressed in the
dialogue and reassurance form established in the call of moses
jer 11 9 compare ex 34 12 the formal elements of the prophetic
call form in hebrew literature include
I
1

1

2
3

historical introduction there is a brief introductory remark
providing circumstantial details such as time place and historical
setting
divine confrontation either deity or an angel appears in glory to
the individual
reaction the individual reacts to the presence of the deity or his
angel by way of an action expressive of fear unworthiness or having
been overpowered
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4

throne theophany in the commissions of isaiah and ezekiel the
individual sees the council of god and god seated upon his throne

this element distinguishes the throne theophany
5

6

7

8

commission from

the primarily auditory commissions
commission the individual recipient is commanded to perform a
given task and assume the role of prophet to the people
protest the prophet responds to the commission by claiming that
he is unable or unworthy to accomplish the task this element is
usually absent when the reaction element is present as in the call
of ezekiel
reassurance the deity reassures the prophet that he will be protected
and able to carry out the commission the deity may also reassure
the prophet by giving him a sign indicative of divine power and
protection
conclusion the commission form usually concludes in a formal way
most often with a statement that the prophet has begun to carry
out his commission 13

the

theophany and commission form was eventually absorbed
into the genre apocalypse which may be defined as a genre of
revelatory literature with a narrative framework in which a revelation
is mediated by an otherworldly being to a human recipient disclosing
a transcendent reality which is both temporal insofar as it envisages
eschatological salvation and spatial insofar as it involves another
supernatural world 14 it must be emphasized that a literary genre is
more inclusive than a literary form because in this case it could
include not only the prophets initial vision followed by a commission
but also any vision thereafter which conforms to the genre the genre
apocalypse developed in classic hebrew works such as isaiah 49 66
inter
but flourished especially during the intertestamental
testamental period in
such works as the merkaba
merhaba the divine throne chariot motif found
among the dead sea scrolls and in pseudepigraphic works such as
1 enoch 2 enoch the testament of levi 4 ezra 3 baruch the
ascension of isaiah and the apocalypse of abraham among others
the theophany prophetic commission pattern is readily discernible
pseudepigraphic
phic
in pseudepigra
chic literature such as the ethiopic enoch when
compared with ezekiel s throne chariot vision
ezekiel 126 28
above the vault over their heads
a throne
there appeared
and upon the throne a form in
human likeness bemar
kemar adam
heard
when I1 saw this I1
volce speaking to me man he
a voice
said stand up and let me talk
with you new english bible
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enoch 1418 24
rved and saw
observed
absearved
a
and 1I obse
lofty throne its appearance was
like crystal
and from beneath
the throne were issuing streams
of flaming fire
and the
great glory was sitting upon
it
and the lord called
and said to me come
me
near to me enoch and to my holy
word 15
1
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in the genre apocalypse the prophetic commission pattern is
fleshed out with other elements that became essential to the ascension
experience the visionary petitions deity on behalf of his people is
overcome by the spirit of revelation is caught up into heaven is
shown a vision of the throne chariot is given a commission to warn
others of the impending judgment and finally is given a tour of the
worlds history and the heavens for example in 1 enoch the sections
quoted here are the earliest in the enoch literature dated to the late
third century BC by scholemj6
scholem 16 enoch petitions the lord for his
people 147 and is lifted up into the heavens by the winds 148
1414
he is then overcome with trembling and falls on his face 1414
l4l4 he
then sees a lofty throne whereon god is seated 1418 22 and receives
a commission to preach to the watchers 1424 163 before he receives
revelation in the form of vision and audition concerning the heavens
sheol and history of the earth chaps 17 36
similarly in the testament of
levi about 180 BC levi grieving
oflevi
over the wickedness of the sons of men prays to god on their behalf
24 is overcome with the spirit and falls to sleep 25 and then
ascends into the heavens with the angelus interprets
interpres
inter pres 27 As he ascends
through the heavens their contents are revealed to him by the angel
28 310 in the highest heaven levi beholds god on his throne of
glory 51 and is then given the priesthood and commissioned to teach
his sons of the vision 52 compare 82 9 147 8 161 chaps 17 18
and the contents of the heavenly tablets 54
likewise in the slavonic enoch after 70 AD enoch sleeps on
his bed while he weeps 13 and is then visited by two majestic angels
who take him into heaven on the wings of the spirit 14 8 31 where
enoch is endowed and sees all the contents of the heavens and the
history of the earth 32 196 enoch then beholds the throne of god
and glory of his presence chaps 20 22 enoch is commissioned to
write the history of the earth and secrets of the heavens on the heavenly
books 2211 finally enoch is commissioned to instruct his sons 361
in the apocalypse of abraham a hebrew work dating after
laoel
iaoel who appears
70 AD abraham encounters the mighty angel inoel
in brilliant glory when abraham hears laoels
labels voice he falls to the
iaoels
ground as one dead laoel strengthens abraham and lifts him to his
feet 101 5 As abraham offers a sacrifice and ritual prayers laoel
appears casts satan out and abraham and laoel ascend into the heavens
on the wings of the sacrificial dove 131 14 As they ascend laoel
explains the vision of abraham 152 174 in the highest heaven
abraham sees the throne chariot and the glory of god 181 14 the
secrets of the universe 191 207 the heavenly council and chosen spirits
before their birth 211 225 the history of the world beginning with
adam and eve in the garden 231 14 a vision of judgment and
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salvation 241 318 and the mission of christ 293 90 abraham is
then commissioned to preach the contents of his vision to his posterity
321 6
finally in the ascension of isaiah about 150 AD isaiah
is overcome by the holy spirit as he lies upon a couch and becomes
as one dead 610 he is then taken up in a vision of the heavens
614 by a glorious angel
72 3 isaiah beholds a throne with
angels on the right and on the left 714 15 compare 1132 33
he is then lifted through the seven heavens by the angel who
Isaia hs angel guide
interprets their contents to him 717 828 isaiahs
isaials
gives him a book wherein is written the deeds of the children
of israel
922 in the highest heaven isaiah beholds christ
who descends through the seven heavens to the earth where he is born
of the virgin mary put to death descends to the realm of
sheol and
ofsheol
sends out his twelve apostles before ascending again through the
heavens to be seated on the right hand of god while the holy spirit
is seated on the left 97 1133 isaiah is then commanded to return
to his garment of flesh 1135 where he tells all present of his vision
1136 37
the genre apocalypse influenced early christianity where it is
fragmentarily found in the call of paul acts 93ff 226ff
2612 ff
226 ff 2612ff
compare matt 24 25 28 and in the apocalypse the genre also
found its way into other early christian works in among others the
odes of Solomon 17 ode 36 and the ascension of isaiah the genre
as distinct from the prophetic commission pattern may also be
detected in numerous classical rabbinic gnostic andjewish
and jewish sources
see app 2
THE ASCENSION OF LEHI

the

experience of lehi reported in 1 nephi 1I compares very
favorably with the genre apocalypse in general see app 1 and with
the literary pattern and the developing history of the call form found
in pseudepigraphic and old testament works in particular as the
following chart demonstrates
isaiah 6
1

2
3

4
5

6

7
8

historical introduction
divine confrontation
reaction
throne theophany
commission
protest
reassurance
conclusion
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gla
gia
6 la
61a
gib
alb
61b
6lb 4

65
62 4
gib
alb
61b 13b
6lb
61 la

66

7

gilb
glib
611b 13b
6llb
ellb

jeremiah

11
14

3

15 7
16
18 9
110

ezekiel

lehi

11 3
14
14 26a
128b
l28b
120
110
120 26a
23 5

14
16
17
18
21

21

110 12
120 21

311

2

14

6
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lehi concerned about the wickedness and impending disaster
in behalf of his people 15
of israel prayed to the lord
and as he prayed a pillar of fire came and dwelt on a
causing him to quake exceedingly
rock before him
16
completely overcome by the spirit lehi cast himself on his bed
17 until he was carried away in a vision 18 lehi was then
lifted into heaven where he thought he saw god sitting upon
his throne

surrounded with numberless concourses of angels

18

lehi then

saw one descending from the heavenly council who

gave him a book and bade him that he should read
19 11
the book contained the deeds of the children of israel 113 and
told of the coming of a messiah and also the redemption of the
world
lehis soul did rejoice and his whole heart was
119 gehis
filled as he praised god while reflecting on his vision of the throne
and songs of the angelic hosts 114 5 lehi was then evidently
commissioned to warn his people but they rejected him and sought
his life 119 20 nevertheless god had promised protection and
deliverance from those who sought his life 120
lehis throne theophany and prophetic commission
the account of gehis
is very closely related to ezekiels account in the formgeschichte
or historical development of the literary pattern but because
gehis
lehis account also exhibits elements of the pattern unique to
pseudepigraphic works it must be considered as part of the line

of development inherited from the hebrew theophany commission
ofezekiels
pattern quite independent of
ezekiels inaugural vision both 1 nephi
and ezekiel manifest a number of similar formal elements among
these are 1 a historical introduction 1 ne 14 ezek 11 3
2 a divine confrontation 1 ne 16 ezek 14
3 a throne theophany
4 a heavenly book 1 ne 111 12
11
I ne 18 ezek 126 28
ezek 28 10 5 a qedussa or angelic songs of praise 1 ne 114
6 a commission of the prophet 1 ne 118 21
ezek 312
ezek 22 3 7 a rejection by his people 1 ne 119 20 ezek 38 9
and 8 reassurance and a promise of deliverance 1 ne 120
ezek 38 9
those elements which are unique to the pseudepigrapha and
1 an intercessory prayer 1 ne 15
1 nephi include
2 revelation
received on the prophets bed or couch 1 ne 17 3 an ascension
into heaven 1 1I ne 18 4 a vision of one descending from the
heavenly council followed by twelve others 1 ne 111 13 and
5
a prophecy of the coming messiah and redemption of the
world 1 ne 119 perhaps a microanalysis of each element in
the pattern will clarify the significance of each in the overall narrative
structure
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historical introduction
1

nephi 14

6

corm
corn
com
for it came to pass in the comm
menacement
men cement of the first year of the
mencement
reign of zedekiah king of judah
my father lehi having dwelt at
jerusalem in all his days and in
that same year there came many
prophets prophesying unto the
people that they must repent or
the great city jerusalem must be
destroyed
and it came topass
to pass
as he prayed unto the lord there

ezekiel 11 3
now it came to pass in the thirtieth
that
year in the fourth month
the heavens were opened and I1 saw
visions of god in the fifth day of
the month which was the fifth year
of king jehoiachins captivity the
word of the lord came expressly
unto ezekiel the priest the son of
Chal deans
buzi in the land of the chaldeans
by the river chebar
chabar and the hand
of the lord was there upon him

came a pillar of fire and dwelt upon
a rock before him

the historical introduction fills the double function of establishing
the time and place setting and giving certain biographical information
prophet0188 such historical notes were added at the beginning
about the prophe
of the words of numerous old testament prophets 19 ezekiels historical
prologue gives the date in the first person a reference to the locality and
the beginning of an autobiographical note in verse 1 verse 2 gives a
simple date reference and the reign of the king verse 3 mentions the
receiving of the divine word gives the name and vocation of the prophet
his fathers name and the name and place of his work 20 nephis
gehis
redaction ofLe
of
oflehis
lehis
his account gives a simple time reference and mentions
the reign of the king the activities of lehi nephis father the places of
those activities and the receiving of the divine word in the third person
Isaia
isaiahs
isaials
hs call begins in the year that king uzziah died 1I saw also
the lord 61 what N habel said of isaiah s historical prologue is
equally true ofLe
of gehis
ofie
oflehis
lehis
his despite the overwhelming glory of the sacred
locale the temple the historical moment is just as important to the
prophet s proclamation the year was a year of transition crisis and
import it was the year of the kings death 21 the historical prologue
underscores the significance of the experiences historical orientation
according to zimmerli in the dating there is expressed unmistakably
yahweh
which was given the prophet
of
the conviction that the word ofyihweh
and communicated by him was not a timeless truth but represented
22for
for example according
a message of god for a particular occasion 22
to the slavonic enoch enochs ascension purportedly took place at the
first of the year in the first month on the assigned day of the first
2 enoch 12 4 see note
month
two angels appeared to me
ofvv 2 ezra prefaced his theodicy with in the thirtieth year after
of
d lofv
1I began to speak anxious
jerusalem
rusalem
the destruction of our city Ue
words to the most high
then the angel that had been sent to
4 ezra 31fl
answered
me
3lff
alff
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intercessory prayer
1

nephi 14

5

cornfor it came to pass in the commen cement of the first year of the
menacement
mencement
reign of zedekiah king of judah
there came many prophets
prophesying unto the people that
they must repent or the great city
jerusalem must be destroyed
wherefore it came to pass that my
father ahi
lehl as he went forth prayed
lehi
ahl
unto the lord yea even with all his
heart in behalf of his people

ezra 31 3
in the thirtieth year after the
was in
destruction of our city I1
babylon 1I was troubled as I1 lay on
my bed and my thoughts welled
up in my heart because 1I saw the
desolation of zion and the wealth
of those who lived in babylon my
spirit was greatly agitated and 1I
began to speak anxious words to
the most high
4

the

intercessory prayer motif is absent from all of the biblical
accounts of the call form though intercessory prayers are found
elsewhere in the old testament outside the context of the prophetic
call the prayer is also a well established motif in the pseudepigraphic
accounts 23 in these accounts the prophets prayer is always motivated
by concern for his people while lehi is distraught over the wickedness
and impending disaster about to befall jerusalem the pseudepigraphic
authors look back to the fall of jerusalem and mourn israels failure
to heed the lords warnings god responds to the prayer by sending
an otherworldly mediator and by showing the visionary the history of
the world and eventual eschatological redemption of israel granting
solace in the face of disaster compare the greek baruch and the
testament of levi with gehis
lehis prayer
baruch 11 3
woe now 1I baruch
was weeping in my
mind and considering
the people and how
king nebuchadnezzar
was permitted by god
to plunder his city
saying
lord why
3

have you set fire to your

vineyard and laid
it waste
and
behold while 1I was
weeping and saying
such things 1I saw an
angel of the lord
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1 nephi 14 6
test of levi 23 4 6
As 1I was tending the there came many pro
a spirit of peets
flocks
phets prophesying
understanding from the unto the people that
lord came upon me they must repent or
cloy cityjerusalem
jerusalem
and 1I observed all the great city
human beings making must be destroyed
their way in life deceit wherefore it came to
fully sin was erecting pass that my father
walls and injustice was lehi as he went forth
ensconced in towers I1 prayed unto the lord
kept grieving over the yea even with all his
race of the sons of men heart in behalf of his
and 1I prayed to the lord people and it came to
delav pass as he prayed unto
that 1I might be deliv
ered
the the lord there came a
and
heavens were opened pillar of fire and dwelt
and an angel of the upon a rock before
lord spoke to me levi him and he saw and
heard much
levi enten
enter
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the divine confrontation
1

nephi 16

7

there came

a pillar of fire and
dwelt upon a rock before him and
he saw and heard much and
because of the things which he
saw and heard he did quake and
tremble exceedingly and it came
to pass that he returned to his own
house at jerusalem and cast
himself upon his bed being overcome with the spirit and the things
which he had seen

ezekiel 14
and as 1I looked behold a storm
wind came from the north a great
cloud of flashing fire with brightness around it and out of its midst
it shone as it were the appearance
of electrum from the midst of the
fire zimmerli translation

pillar of fire appearing upon the rock in gehis
lehis account is
naj
shekz
shekinah
nah divine glory of yahweh
reminiscent of the description of the sheaz
going before israel in the exodus and his words to moses behold
1I will stand before thee there upon the rock in horeb
hareb ex 176 all
of the pseudepigraphic sources note the fiery glory of the mediating
angel who has come to initiate the prophet into the heavenly realm 24
it should also be noted that lehi saw the pillar of fire as he went
forth but was carried away in a vision only after he had returned to
his house in jerusalem and lay upon his bed though the initial
experience is temporally distinct from the experience of the ascension
they are presented as a literary unity hence the concern with presenting
gehis
lehis experience in a unified literary pattern is evident

the

reaction
1

and

nephi 16

7

because of the things which
he saw and heard he did quake and
tremble exceedingly
and he
cast himself upon his bed being
overcome with the spirit

ezekiel 128
and when I1 saw it I1 fell upon my
face and I1 heard a voice of one that
spake

the effect of the divine encounter on the prophet is one of fright

sleepiness and loss of consciousness of the earthly realm
simultaneously 25 for instance isaiah was overcome by the glory of his
heavenly vision then said 1I woe is me for I1 am undone isa 65
As a result of his encounter with the fiery throne chariot ezekiel
fell upon his face ezek 128 much as enoch in the ethiopic enoch
who beheld lightning and fiery cherubim speaking with fiery tongues
and as I1 shook and trembled I1 fell upon my face and saw a vision
1 enoch 1414
A vivid account of the effects of the divine encounter
is found in the apocalypse of abraham where as a result of abrahams
vision of the glorious angel inoel
laoel
iaoel abraham said and behold there
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and

my spirit was amazed and my soul fled
I1 became like a stone and fell face down upon the earth

from me and
for there was no longer strength in me to stand up on the earth
apocalypse of abraham 102 certainly the pillar of fire had a
similar effect on lehi who overcome by the spirit did quake and
tremble exceedingly insomuch that he cast himself upon his bed
1

ne 16

7

one motif that is mentioned in pseudepigraphic accounts and in
1 nephi 1 but absent from biblical calls is the emphasis on the bed
or couch on which the prophet casts himself to see the vision 26 for
instance in the ascension of isaiah isaiah is overcome by the spirit
of prophecy and ascends into heaven as he lies upon a couch in the
palace ezra reports that his vision occurred as 1I lay on my bed
4 ezra 31 while enoch reports his vision came as 1 I was in my
house alone and 1I lay on my bed sleeping 2 enoch 12 the bed
or couch was necessary because the prophet entered into a trance
state wherein physical strength and consciousness were lost while a
consciousness of the heavenly realm opened to his gaze As D S russell

points out

the vision is said

to come before sleep dan 109 or during sleep
2 baruch 541 or after sleep 2 enoch 16
the coming of the
vision puts him into a trancelike
trance like state as when he lies on the ground
as one dead his understanding being confused 2 esdras 1030
dan 109ff
109 ff so overwhelming is his experience that he might even
lose consciousness
the very nature of these experiences suggest
that they are more than literary convention their very nature argues
strongly that they reflect the actual experiences of the apocalyptic
writers themselves 27

the ascension
1

nephi 18

and being thus overcome with the
spirit he was carried away in a
vision even that he saw the heavens
open

enoch 148 711
in the vision the winds were
causing me to fly and rushing me
high up into heaven
thus it
happened after this that my spirit
passed out of sight and ascended
into the heavens and I1 saw the
sons of the holy angels
1

the ascension of the prophet is absent in the biblical call accounts

but may be represented fragmentarily by the spirits setting ezekiel
on his feet after he falls to the earth ezek 21 the ascent through
the heavens is accomplished by the power of the spirit symbolized
in many pseudepigraphic accounts by the wings of the otherworldly
mediator for example enoch was borne on the wings of two angels
who carried him through the several heavens 2 enoch 33128
128 levi
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entered the several heavens through the gates that were open
testament of
levi 51 baruch went up as though borne on wings
oflevi
3 baruch 22 abraham ascended on the wings of a sacrificial dove
apocalypse of abraham 152 4 and isaiah was taken up by an angel
and the
ascension of isaiah 73 29 the phrase used by lehi
heavens opened is not found in the old testament except for the
historical introduction of ezekiels call 1 ne 18 ezek 11
the throne theophany
1

nephi 18

he

saw the heavens open and he
thought he saw god sitting upon

his throne surrounded with
numberless concourses of angels in
the attitude of singing and praising
their god

ezekiel 11 26 28
the heavens were opened and 1I
saw the visions of god
and
above the firmament that was over
seraphime
seraphims
the serap
hims heads was the
likeness of a throne as the
appearance of a sapphire stone
and upon the
throne was the
likeness as the appearance of a
man
this was the appearance
of the likeness of the glory of the

lord

the presentation of the prophet before the heavenly council was

a momentous experience such a scene has an extensive ancient near
eastern background 30 the vision of god on his throne was more than
literary convention however for there is every indication that the
hebrew prophets who related their experience of this council felt it
was as much a reality as the existence of yahweh himself 31 according
16ff
to D S russell in passages like 1 kings 2219ff
laff and
2219 ff job l6ff
isaiah 66ff god is described as presiding over a council whose
members are there to carry out his will
this council is attended
however not only by gods and angels but also by men for it is the
privilege of the truly inspired prophet to stand in its midst and hear
the word of yahweh 32 the vision of god s throne in his heavenly
temple had a great influence on pseudepigraphic literature 33 for
example in the testament of
levi levi reports at this moment the
oflevi
angel opened for me the gates of heaven and I1 saw the holy most
levi 51 2 the apocalypse
oflevi
high sitting on the throne testament of
of abraham undoubtedly influenced by ezekiel conjoins the images
of the throne and the chariot 1 I saw
a chariot with fiery wheels
each wheel was full of eyes round about and above the wheels was
the throne which 1I had seen apocalypse of abraham 1812 13
enoch beheld a scene very similar to that of lehi and alma he saw
14
cherubim and seraphim standing all around his throne
singing
with gentle voice in front of the face of the lord 2 enoch 211
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Des census
the descensus
1

nephi 19

10

and it

came to pass that he saw
one descending out of the midst
of heaven and he beheld that his
luster was above that of the sun at
noon day and he also saw twelve
noonday
others following him and their
brightness did exceed that of the
stars in the firmament

ascension of isaiah 107 1122
and 1I heard the voice of the most
high the father of my lord as he
go
said to my lord christ
out and descend through all the
heavens you shall descend through
the firmament and through that
world
and the angel who led
me said to me
understand
isaiah and I1 saw when he sent
out the twelve disciples

the hebrew

des census is
symbols employed make clear that the descensus
a continuation of the vision of the heavenly council yahweh is typically
envisioned in the old testament as enthroned amidst the worshiping
host of heaven the sun moon and stars As frank cross demonstrated
the heavenly bodies given personality in proctological
protological
pr
otological fashion were
conceived as part of the worshiping host of beings about the throne
ofyahweh
yahweh he pointed out that kokebe
kakebe boker the morning stars
of
in job 387 may be considered in parallel with bene elohim the sons
injob
cebot
of god compare isa 1412 Ps 1482 3 and the terms sabador
saba or sebot
faba
sabaor
apply equally to heavenly bodies and the angelic host 34 thus the sun
and stars which lehi beheld in vision proceeded from the heavenly
foreshadowed
fore
council and probably foreshadower
shadowed christ and the twelve apostles as
in the ascension of isaiah or possibly the chosen one and the twelve
tribes of israel as in josephs dream gen 379 such a symbolic
vision of the coming messiah can be found in the testament ofjudah
and after this there shall arise for you a star from jacob in peace
and a man shall arise from my posterity like the sun of righteousness
descensus
testament of
judah 241 35 although the des
ofjudah
census motif is not
essential to the gattung of the call narrative nevertheless the motif
as it appears in 1 nephi 1 is a logical extension of the throne
theophany and evidence of the hebrew influence on gehis
lehis account
1I

1I

the heavenly book
1

and the

nephi

111 13

first came and stood
before my father and gave unto
him a book and bade him that he
as he read
should read and
he was filled with the spirit of the
lord and he read saying wo wo
unto jerusalem for 1I have seen
mea
ea and many
thine abominations yea
things did my father read concerning jerusalem
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the book given to the prophet by the messenger from the heavenly

council is another motif of the call gattung that derives from ancient
near eastern origins a motif that enjoyed widespread popularity 36
georg widengren
Wid engren who wrote probably the most extensive study to
widergren
date of the heavenly book states few religious ideas in the ancient
near east have played a more important role than the notion of heavenly
one of the most significant
tablets or the heavenly book
is the oft recurring thought that the heavenly
features in history
book is handed over at the ascension in an interview with a heavenly
being or the gods or heavenly beings 37 the idea of the heavenly
book was pivotal in israel where moses received the law on heavenly
tablets from god on sinai it may have become associated with the
commission narrative because of the role of fixing the fates on the
divine tables at the babylonian akitu
abitu festival but for whatever
reason the motif became very prominent in the apocalyptic and
pseudepigraphic literature 38 for example in the ethiopic enoch
enoch looked at the tablets of heaven read all the writing on them
and came to understand everything 1I read that book and all the
deeds of humanity and all the children of the flesh upon the earth
for all the generations of the world 1 enoch 812 in the ascension
showed me some
of isaiah isaiah says one of the angels
books but not like the books of this world and he opened them and
the books had writing in them
and they were given to me and
1I read them and behold the deeds of the children of israel were
written there 921 22 the motif in 1 nephi matches the ancient
hebrew call pattern exactly a book delivered from the heavenly
council which tells of the deeds of the children of israel and their
impending doom

the qedussa
1

nephi

114

when my father had read and seen
many great and marvelous things
he did exclaim many things unto
the lord such as great and
marvelous are thy works 0 lord

god almighty thy throne is high

in the heavens and thy power and
goodness and mercy are over all the
inhabitants of the earth and
because thou art merciful thou wilt
not suffer those who come unto
thee that they shall perish

enoch 396 10 12
and in those days my eyes saw the
elect one of righteousness
and I1 blessed and
and I1 gazed
blessed is he
praised saying
and may he be blessed from the
beginning and forever more
those who do not slumber but
stand before your glory
shall
bless praise and extol you
bord
saying holy holy holy dord
lord of
the spirits the spirits fill the
earth
1

ussa 39 or angelic
qedussa
the Qed

songs of the heavenly council praising
yahweh as thrice holy is prominent in the calls of isaiah isa 63 and
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ezekiel ezek 312

for they join the council as the emissaries of
yahweh 40 lehi also joins the heavenly council in songs of praise ezekiel
states that the spirit took me up and I1 heard behind me a voice
of a great rushing saying blessed be the glory of the lord from his
ezek 312 the seer joining in songs of praise with the
place
heavenly hosts while raised on high is also found in the apocalypse
of abraham 173 21 where the heavenly mediator teaches the angelic
songs to abraham eternal one mighty one holy el
sabaoth
you make the light shine before
most glorious el el el el laoel
the morning light upon your creation in 2 enoch 2211 recension J
enoch joins the angels who deliver the threefold sanctus holy
holy holy lord sabaoth heaven and earth are full of his glory
the poet of the odes of solomon 36 also joins the heavenly choir
raised me up to heaven and caused me
the spirit of the lord
to stand on my feet in the lords high place before his perfection and
his glory where 1I continued praising him by the composition of his
1I was most praised among the praised
odes
the qedussa
is developed in 1I enoch 3910 13 a later part of the book of enoch
known as the similitudes dating probably from the first century
AD in a manner similar to gehis
lehis praise of the lord 41
commission
thecommission
tae
the

nephi 118 19
after the lord had shown so many
1

marvelous things unto my father
behold he went forth
lehi
among the people and began to
prophesy and to declare unto them
concerning the things which he had
and also
both seen and heard
the things which he read in the
book

ezekiel 23 31 4
and he said unto me son of man
1I send thee to the children of
son of man
israel
eat this
roll and go speak unto the house
with my words
of israel

commission element of gehis
lehis call has been obscured by
nephis editorial activities nevertheless the motif is still evident
from gehis
lehis actions following the vision such as preaching to his
people of the contents of the vision and of the book and from the
subsequent revelation given to him commending him for having
fulfilled the commission given before that time blessed art thou
lehi because of the things which thou hast done and because thou
hast been faithful and declared unto this people the things which 1I
commanded thee 1 ne 21
the commission was given only to the prophet who had stood in
ofyihweh
which the prophet
the heavenly council and heard the words yahweh
of
was commanded to deliver to his people as contained in the heavenly

the
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book 42 indeed the very designation nabi the hebrew word for
according
ording to
prophet meant literally one who is called and acc
abc
E theodore mullenjr
mullen jr implies the background of the heavenly
cullenjr
council for the prophet was called to proclaim the will of the deity
43 bor
which issued from the assembly 43for
for example when summoned by
the heavenly council isaiah responds here am 1I send me isa 68
then he is commissioned go and tell this people hear isa 69 10
similarly ezekiels commission is to go get thee unto the house of
israel and speak the words put into his mouth by yahweh as
represented by the book ezekiel had ingested ezek 31 4 A similar
motif is found in 4 ezra where ezra reports then I1 went as he
commanded me and 1I gathered all the people together and said
and on the next day behold a
hear these words 0 israel
voice called me saying ezra open your mouth and drink what 1I give
you to drink
and I1 took it and drank and when I1 had drunk
it my heart poured forth understanding and wisdom increased in
my breast for my spirit retained its memory and my mouth was
opened and was no longer closed 4 ezra 1427 28 38 40 41 the
commission is found in numerous pseudepigraphic narratives 44
the rejection and reassurance
1

and it

nephi

119 20

came to pass that the jews
did mock him because of the things
which he testified of them for he
truly testified of their wickedness
and their abominations
and
when thejews
the jews heard these things
they were angry with him yea even
as with the prophets of old whom
they had cast out and stoned and
slain and they also sought his life
that they might take it away but
behold 1I nephi will show unto
you that the tender mercies of the
lord are over all those whom he
hath chosen because of their faith
to make them mighty even unto
the power of deliverance

ezekiel 37 26
but the house of israel will not
hearken unto thee for they will not
hearken unto me for all the house
of israel are impudent and hard
hearted
and thou son of
man be not afraid of them neither
be afraid of their words though
briers and thorns be with thee

notwithstanding the prophets commission he will be rejected by
his people this paradox also meets us in Isaia
isaiahs
isaials
hs call hear ye indeed
but understand not and see ye indeed but perceive not make the
heart of this people fat and make their ears heavy and shut their eyes
lest they see with their eyes and hear with their ears and understand
with their heart isa 69 10 in a sense the preaching of the prophet
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gods destruction of his people

for they have been
given a chance and rejected it both ezekiel and isaiah are reminded
of the difficulty and hopelessness of their position for the people are
hardheaded and stubborn of heart the rejection by the people prompts
a protest from isaiah lord how long
isa 611 the protest is
benjaminnJj hubbard notes
absent from ezekiels and gehis
lehis call As Benjami
is justification for

however

the two elements appearing with least frequency are the protest and the
reaction however one or the other of them occurs in seventeen different
periscopes
biblical pericopes
peri copes out of twenty seven only five commissioning
accounts have both it appears that there is a general tendency to have
the individual respond either to the presence of the commissioner
reaction or to his commission protest 45

since gehis
lehis account contains a reaction to the presence of the pillar
of fire his account would not be expected to also present a protest
to the commission itself hence the absence of a protest in gehis
lehis
account actually conforms to the gattung presented in hebraic
prophetic call forms both ezekiel and isaiah are fully prepared for
the failure of their undertaking despite gods omnipotent help As
von rad notes

the three

visions just considered

in other words micaiah
1 kings 2219ff
2219 ff isaiah 6 and ezekiel 1 3 thus end by indicating
a completely negative result in no sense will the prophets work lead
to deliverance it will only hasten on the inevitable disaster the ideas
which the three men each held about the nature of their calling must
have been very much alike there must have been some kind of common
call experience which put a stamp upon their work from the outset
their devastatingly negative outlook on the future of their work and
the way in which without any illusions they faced up to its complete
failure are again a factor which compels us to look for these prophets
outside the cult 46

lehi shares this common

call experience for like ezekiel he
learns from the heavenly book that whatever his efforts those at
jerusalem will reject his message and be destroyed 1 ne 113 As
walther zimmerli notes however gods promise of protection in the
face of threatened death and bitter opposition to the prophet is
ezekiel 26 7 adds an admonition to fearlessness
essential to his call
which jer 18 17 shows to be an essential part of a call narrative
whichjer
whichter
the element of encouragement and strengthening which is also found
in a different form in calls of moses and gideon follows naturally
upon the oracle of commissioning 47 it is nephi the redactor of
gehis
lehis call who reminds us that god is mighty even unto the
power of deliverance 1 1I ne 120 unto all those who receive the
commission to declare unto this people all the things which 1I
commanded thee 1 1I ne 21
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THE

nineteenth
AND

1

CENTURY
NEPHI

the

implications of the theophany commission pattern for
the origins of the book of mormon must be tested against the
prophet joseph smiths nineteenth century environment because
the book available to us is a product of his revelatory experiences
to the extent that 1 nephi is similar to nineteenth century visions
its antiquity would have to be demonstrated on other grounds
to the extent that 1 nephi 1I is unlike nineteenth century accounts
however it becomes reasonable to view this text as an expression of
antiquity
joseph smith was reared in an era of intense apocalyptic fervor
and spiritual experience 48 one of the results of this intense fervor
was the publication of literally hundreds of conversion experiences
and visions of god by puritan pietists and quaker disciples 49
hence one might expect numerous accounts in nineteenth century
literature resembling the theophany commission pattern in 1 nephi
in point of fact however the sole account in the literature of
nineteenth century america conforming in any significant detail
to the ancient literary pattern uncovered by a thorough though
perhaps not an exhaustive search of such visions is the account in

nephi 1
neal lambert and richard H cracroft demonstrated that early
nineteenth century conversion experiences involving a vision of god
1

were expressed almost without exception in a common pattern
involving literary structural and stylistic elements 50 among the
most influential of these accounts not considered by lambert and
cracroft were the spiritual diary of indian missionary david brainerd
the journals of anglican evangelist george whitefield and the
accounts of henry alline a methodist 51
these conversion accounts conform to the stages of conversion
standardized in the calvinist theology by learned puritan theologians
1
a recognition of ones inherently sinful and depraved nature
2 a prayer often in a solitary forest or field seeking forgiveness
of personal sins 3 a spiritual experience often described as
an actual or metaphorical vision of christ 4 a forgiveness of
sins resulting from christs atonement and 5 an experience of
intense love andor transformation of nature the accounts of elder
jacob knapp 1808 and elder benjamin putnam 1821 are typical of
early nineteenth century visions of god expressed in the ubiquitous

pattern
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elder putnam

elder knapp

it appeared certain that

I
1

should be eternally miserable
justice seemed to demand it and
I1 could see no possible way of
escape
while I1 was confessing
my sins bemoaning my wretched
1I
and undone situation
instantly had a view of the lord

jesus christ with his arms extended
in an inviting posture
the
great cause of my grief seemed to
be gone and 1I could think nothing
that could sadden my heart
every object that I1 beheld seemed
to speak forth the praises of
jehovah indeed there seemed to be
an universal change

I1 felt myself sinking down
despair 1I saw clearly

into

the

righteousness of god in sending
me to the lowest hell at this
moment the earth seemed to open
beneath me and hell appeared to
1I
be yawning at my reception
rose up quickly turned my eyes
toward heaven and 1I thought 1I saw
jesus descending with his arms
extended for my reception my soul
leaped within me
all nature
smiled and everything animate
and inanimate praised god with a
voice though unheard before too
loud and too plain to misander
misunder
stand my soul was wholly absorbed
in loving

it appears that joseph smith used the nineteenth century
conversion theology to describe his own experiences just as the classical
hebrew prophets used literary patterns significant to their culture to
express their experiences josephs 1832 account of the first vision
conforms to this pattern precisely emphasizing a vision of christ the
lord and referring to the atonement and forgiveness of his sins
my mind became
from the age of twelve years to fifteen
I1 felt to
exceedingly distressed for 1I became convicted of my sins
therefore 1I
mourn for my own sins and for the sins of the world
cried unto the lord for mercy
and while in the attitude of calling
l6th year of age a pillar of light above the
lath
upon the lord in the 16th
day came down from above and rested
noonday
brightness of the sun at noon
field with the spirit of god and the lord opened
upon me and 1I was filld
the heavens upon me and 1I saw the lord and he spake unto me saying
my soul was filled with
joseph my son thy sins are forgiven thee
love

for many days

52

whilejoseph
while joseph smiths own vision is expressed in terms conforming
lehis vision is not none of the
to the nineteenth century vision model gehis
nineteenth century conversion accounts are prefaced by a literary
prologue refer to a prior divine confrontation include a vision of the
des census a prophetic commission qedussa
descensus
Qedussa or a narrative conclusion
as found in gehis
lehis account some elements are superficially similar
for example the prayers in the nineteenth century accounts are
concerned with individual sins the prayers in I1 nephi and the
pseudepigrapha are concerned with the destruction of israel in the
sixth century BC the visions of god in nineteenth century literature
do not mention the council in heaven nor do they employ any uniquely
hebrew symbolism in relation to the council two nineteenth century
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accounts mention an ascension to the throne of god of some element
in the vision but not an ascension of the prophet himself 53 the
1837 and orange scott 1829 mention a
1857
accounts of jacob young 1857
book in heaven but this book is the book of life in which the names
of the elect are inscribed rather than a book telling of the world s
history in sum none of the nineteenth century accounts conform to
the throne theophany and commission pattern found in the ancient
works and 1 nephi 1
five nineteenth century accounts contain the formulaic language
found in 1 nephi I thought 1I saw or methought 1I saw compare
alma 3622 54 this language may express the tentative language
common to hebraic descriptions of divine glory or may be a nineteenth
century mode of expression 55 it should be noted that the doctrines
expressed in gehis
lehis account seem to be more archaic than those elsewhere
in the book of mormon lehi refers to the coming deliverer as the
messiah rather than the more specific christian terms of son of god
or christ 56 lehi refers to the redemption of the world rather than
to the more specific resurrection and refers to the throne of god
1

rather than the throne of god and the lamb
it may appear that any person who had read ezekiel could faithfully
reproduce the theophany commission pattern as it appears in 1I nephi
however a number of significant differences exist between the
two accounts which suggest that the similarity of 1 nephi to ezekiel
consists of dependence on a call gattung common to both rather
than the mere duplicating of ezekiel by a later author first gehis
lehis
account in 1 nephi is singularly lacking in the babylonian symbolism
so prominent in ezekiels account while at the same time manifesting
a peculiarly hebrew symbolism in relation to the heavenly council
that is lacking in ezekiels account second the chariot motif that
dominates ezekiel s theophany is completely absent from gehis
lehis
account third gehis
lehis call pattern includes elements such as the
intercessory prayer ascension and bed motifs which do not appear in
ezekiel but are likely a development from old testament call forms
judged by their presence in the pseudepigrapha thus the similarity
between gehis
lehis and ezekiels commission may be best explained in
terms of their common experience of a theophany which is expressed
in terms of a common literary pattern with minimal actual dependence
of the author of gehis
lehis account on ezekiel
hence anyone who would argue that gehis
lehis account originated
with joseph smith in 1830 must be prepared to explain the following
withjoseph
details first the call form does not appear in nineteenth century
literature second the author of 1 nephi 1 was apparently aware
of the significance of the call narrative anciently as evidenced by
its placement at the beginning of the book third the author of
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evidently had literary or oral access to an ancient call
evidentlyhad
pattern or gattung evidenced by the combination and comparison
of essential motifs formulaic language and the completeness of the
throne theophany and commission pattern fourth while the theophany
and commission pattern may be detected in part in the bible if a
scholarly synthesis is superimposed upon its texts it is by no means
obvious further it appears that the call form as it is presented in the
book of mormon evidences at least some awareness of the apocalyptic
expansion of that form as is evidenced by its presence in the later
pseudepigrapha if the scholars of joseph smiths own day were
ignorant of the call form what are the chances that he could have
detected the essential pattern isolated and deleted all babylonian
influences and included in his version elements that were present
only in the yet unknown pseudepigrapha
1

1

conclusion
first nephi fits better into its claimed historical matrix of
preexilic
pre exilic israel than into a nineteenth century setting the form critical
method provides a critical control to explain why there are close parallels
between old testament call accounts the pseudepigrapha and
1 nephi 1 and the significance of such parallels the similarities
between the call form as represented in ezekiel and in 1 nephi 1
may indicate a similar time period of composition those elements
common to the pseudepigrapha and 1 nephi 1 may indicate an
later judaism
awareness of a growing literary tradition that flourished in laterjudaism
but which was originally dependent upon the hebraic prophetic
tradition the hebraic prophetic call form has been appropriated and
expanded in apocalyptic visions found in pseudepigraphic works
any study of the antiquity of the book of mormon is severely
hampered because its ancient source is unavailable hence forms that
are language dependent are not detectable in 1 nephi 1 with the
possible exceptions of the phrases theheavens
the heavens opened 1 ne 18
ezek 11 and in the year of the king 1 ne 14 ezek 12 found
in the literary prologue the possibility that the book of mormon
derives from an ancient source however must be considered in light
of some features better explained in terms of ancient israel than
nineteenth century america
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PARADIGM OF THE GENRE

1

apocalypse

grom
from john
pohn C collins introduction towards the morphology of a genre
adapted frornjohn
semeia 14 1979 1 20 collins writes apocalypse may be defined as a genre of
revelatory literature with a narrative framework in which a revelation is mediated by
an otherworldly being to a human recipient disclosing a transcendent reality which
is both temporal insofar as it envisages eschatological salvation and spatial insofar
as it involves another supernatural world
9
manner ofrevelation
of revelation
1

1.1
11
ii
il

11.1
111
ili
ill
11.2
112
11.3
113
12
1.2
12

12.1
121
122
12.2
122

1.3
13
13
15

1.4
14
14

2.1
21

22
22
2.2

3
31
51
3.1
31

32
32
52
3.2

55
35
3.3
33

34
34
54
3.4

4

medium by which revelation is communicated
visual revelation may consist of
visions where the content of the revelation is seen or
epiphanios
epiphanies where the appearance of the heavenly mediator is described or
Theoph anies where the appearance of god on his throne or chariot is described
theophanies
auditory revelation usually clarifies the visual epiphanies
epiphanios are always followed by auditory
revelation in the form of
discourse uninterrupted speech by the mediator or
dialogue where there is conversation between the mediator and recipient andor
questions by the human recipient of the heavenly mediator
otherworldly
othenvorldlyjourney
journey when the visionary travels through the heavens hell or remote
regions beyond the normally accessible world revelation in the course of a journey is
usually predominantly visual
heavenly books when the revelation is contained at least in part in a written
document usually a heavenly book
an otherworldly mediator communicates the revelation often the mediation consists
of interpreting a vision but it can also take the form of direct speech or simply of guiding
the recipient and directing his attention to the revelation the mediator is most often
an angel or in some christian texts christ
divine encounter the initial encounter of the recipient with a divine being of fiery
glory prior to a theophany
the human recipient
pseudonymity the recipient is usually identified as a venerable figure from the past
A few christian apocalypses are not pseudonymous parts of the biblical texts remain
in question
intercessory
intercesso7y prayer the prayer of the recipient on behalf of others which results in divine
disclosure and revelation
tee
the recipient notes the circumstances and emotional state in which the
disposition odthe
of ree
ofthe
revelation is received
rhe
the recipient usually describes the overpowering awe
the reaction odthe
of rge
ofthe
of the recipient confronted with the revelation

andor perplexity

ascension the lifting aloft of the human recipient into a heavenly realm usually lifted
up by the winds or on wings of birds
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continued

content temporal axis
5

yi
51
5.1
51

52
52
5.2

Protology matters which deal with the beginning of history and prehistory
cosmogony creation and origin of the world
primordial events events which have paradigmatic significance for the remainder of
history for example the sin of adam

6

history

61
62
6.2
62

recollection of past explicit recognition of past events or
historical prologue usually a literary introduction indicating the year and place of the
revelation or
ex evenou
eventu prophecy where past history is disguised as future and so associated with
the eschatological prophecies prophecy
eschatological crisis this may take the form of
persecution of the recipient for preaching of his revelation andor
other eschatological upheavals which disturb the order of nature or history
eschatological judgment andor destruction this comes upon
eschatologicaijudgment
the wicked brought about by divine intervention
the world that is the natural elements
otherworldly beings for example the forces of satan or belial or fallen angels or the
watchers
eschatological salvation may involve
cosmic transformation where the entire world is redeemed or renewed or
resurrection in bodily form or
ofafterlife for example exaltation to heaven with angels or delivery to
other forms of afterlife
an intermediate state of rest

gi
61
6.1

63
63
65
6.3

7
71
7.1
71

72
72
7.2

8

81
81
8.1

82
83
85
8.3
83
82
8.2

9

91

gi
91
9.1

92
93
95
9.3
93
92
9.2

content spatial axis
10

loi
10.1
101

102
10.2
102

otherworldly elements
otherworldly regions are described especially in the otherworldly journeys but also
in lists of revealed things or in contexts of theophanies
theoph anies in the heavenly temple
otherworldly beings angelic or demonic

concluding elements
11

11.1
111
lii
lil

prophetic call the recipients initial call to represent deity
commission the call and response of the recipient to the heavenly council to go forth
and publish the divine will

112
11.2

112

instructions to recipient tell the recipient to either publish his revelation or conceal
it also to inform him of his field of labor

12

rejection the refusal of the people to heed the prophet s message
narrative conclusion this may describe the awakening or return to earth of the
recipient the departure of the revealer or the consequent actions of the recipient

13
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APPENDIX 2
apocalyptic works 250 BCE 250 CE
jewish

caz
Chiistian
christian
cai

daniel

sibylline oracles
6 ezra
apocalypse of elijah
apocalypse of thomas

1I

enoch

1

36

animal apocalypse
apocalypse of weeks
similitudes of enoch
4 ezra
baruch syriac
3 baruch greek
apocalypse of abraham
heavenly luminaries
2 enoch
testament of levi

continued

testament of adam
didache 16

2

testament of abraham
apocalypse of zephaniah
caz
Chi
christian
istian
cai

jacobs ladder
revelation
apocalypse of peter
shepherd of hermas
asai
elchasai
apocalypse of Elch

apocalypse of st john
theologian
testament of the lord
ezra
testament of isaac
testament ofjacob
questions of bartholomew
book of resurrection ofjesus
christ by bartholomew the
apostle 8b
ab 14b
l4b 17b lgb
lab
ascension of isaiah
apocalypse of paul
apocalypse of ezra
apocalypse of the virgin
apocalypse of zosimus
apocalypse of holy mother of
5

god

concerning the punishments
apocalypse of ofjarnes
james
Jarnes brother
of jesus
mysteries of st john the
apostle and the holy
virgin
apocalypse of sedrach
mark 13

gnostic
apocalypse of adam
Allogenes CG XI 3
the allogenes
melchizedek CG IX 1
III
sophia ofjesus christ CG 111
ili
lii
4 BG 8502
II 1
apocryphon of
ofjohn
john CG 11
111
III 1 IV 1 BG 8502
gospel of mary BG 8502
hypostasis of the archons
archois CG
11
II

this appendix

rabbani
hekalot rabbati
merkaba
merhaba rabba
sefer hekalot 3 enoch
apocalypse of elijah hebrew
chronicles of jerahmeel
joshua ben levi
revelation ofofjoshua
ascension of moses
visions of ezekiel
hekalot zuttarti
Zuttarti
shaur
shiur qoma
aoma
merhaba
maasch
maaseh merkaba
tractate hekalot
tosepta to the targum of
tosephta
ezekiel 1I
sefer harazim
ha razim
assumption of moses
revelation of moses
classical

4

first apocalypse ofjames
ofjames CG
V
V 3
apocalypse of peter CG VII 3
letter of peter to philip CG
VIII 2

hypsiphrone CG XI 4
pistis sophia
paraphrase of
ofshem
shern CG VII 1
zostrianos CG VIII 1
apocalypse of paul CG V 2
II
thomas the contender CG 11
7
111
III
dialogue of the savior CG
CGIII
lii
lil
5

book of
ofjeu
jeu
11
II book of
ofjeu
jeu
1I

the thunder

perfect mind

CG VI 2
trimorphic protennoia CG
XIII 1
second treatise of the great
seth CG VII 2
concept of our great power
CG VI 4
ofjames CG 1I 2
apocryphon ofjames
three steles of seth CG VII 5
acts of peter and 12 apostles
CG VI 1

BG see james
for codices labeled CG and EG
san francisco harper and row 1981 v xv

rabbinic

M

poimandres
the Poi
mandres

parmenides
palmenides
Par
menides
plato republic 6l4b
614b 621b
ponticas
heraclides ponticus
Ponticus
ionis
somniurn Scip
scipionis
cicero somnium
seneca ad marcham
marciam de
Consolatione
consolazione
consolatione
plutarch de genio socratis
plutarch de sera numinism
numinis
vin dicta
vindicta
lucian icaromenippus
homer odyssey XI
virgil aeneid VI
lucian nekyomanteia and
kataplous
Kat aplous
Euh
emerus hiera anagraphe
euhemerus
Anagraphe
plato axiochus
Axiochus
plutarch de facie in orbe
lunae
the demotic chronicle
bocchoris
choris
the lamb to Boc
the asclepius apocalypse
asclepius 1 41
kosmoc
the kore kosmou
hieroi logoi
orpheus hierom
Lyco
lycophron
phron alexandra

robinson ed the nag hammada
libraryY
hammadi libra

adapted from the index in semeia 14 1979 219 21 this issue of semeia
includes discussions and bibliographies of these and other apocalyptic works
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jewish apocalypses
0

asterisks indicate either
1

2
3

that the element is possibly
but not certainly present or
it is implicit or

it is minor

ili
iii

122

Dialogue Questioning
dialoguequestioning

1

133

otherworldly journey

1 4
14
21

heavenly books

3 3
33
34

4

o

SQ

JS

s

I1

&
E

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

I1
1I

X

x

x

x

reaction of recipient

x
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x

X
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x

x

x
x
x
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x

ascension

X
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x x
LL
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x
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x
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X
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X
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x
L
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x

M

x

x
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x
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x
x
x
x
x

x

jX

x
x
x

x

x

x

5 2
52

6611
6 2
62

63
7711
72
77.2
722
8 1
81

cosmogony
primordial events
recollection of past
historical prologue
evenou prophecy
ex eventu
persecution

x
x

I1

x
x
x
x

LL

I1

x
x
x
x

x
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x

x

x
x

jX
I1
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I1

I1

x
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other types of afterlife

I1

I1

102
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x

x

I1

x

1I

x
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x

x
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x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

X

x

x
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x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

I1

1I

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

aj
X
xj

x

I1

otherworldly regions
otherworldly beings

x

I1

X

spatial axis
loi
iol
lol
10
10.1
1011

x

X

x

X

8 2
82
83
8 3
8.3
83
9 1
91
921 resurrection

922
722

x
x
x

eschatological upheaval
judgementdestruction
judgemntdestruction

of wicked
of world
of heavenly beings
cosmic transformation
cosmictransformation

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

I1

I1

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

I1

9

Q

94
.94
94

x

47

1

65

1

x
xa
x1

x
x
x

x

29
ga
65
65
.65

65

x

x

35
57

LL
x

X

100
loo

x

x

x
x
x

47
776
57
65

I1

I1

x
x
x
x

1

I1

1

76

x

47

17

x

xXI
ixx
x x ix
x
XI

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

I1
I1
I
1

I1

x x ixx
xi

x

x
x
x

x
xj
aj
x
L
x

x

x

x
I1

3

x x x x

temporal axis
51
5 1
5.1
51

0

1I

x
x

x
x

1
s0

c

80

I1

x

x

c

x

x

F

o

0

6 e
Z3 0 a
A

a

1
S I

x
x

x
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x
x
I1

3

0 t

M

4

E

x

x

x

otherworldly mediator
divine encounter
pseudonymity
intercessory prayer
disposition of recipient

1 1
aen 4 W&s

3

s

j3
ja

X

&

m
x
x
x

3

1

VO

8

manner of revelation
111 visions
epiphanios
112 epiphanies
theophanies
113 Theoph
anies
121 discourse

222
2
3 1
31
3 2
32

s

0

S

S

c

t

8

c

X

x
x

x

x
x

x

X

100

24
X

x

X

x

7

35
24
57
71
59
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x
x
x

57
71
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.29
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71

88
100
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x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

I1

x
x

x

I1

x

1I

L

x

L

x

x

x

concluding elements

111

commission

x

112

instruction to recipient

12
13

rejection
narrative conclusion

x
x

percentage of total

X

x
x

x
x
I1

x

1I

x

A
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x
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NOTES
NMS
hugh nibley to open the last dispensation in nibley on the timely and the timeless ed
Rehg ious
truman G madsen provo religious
lous studies center brigham young university 1978 4
morman
norman habel the form and significance of the call narratives zeitschriftftr
alttestamentliche
zeitschnft hur
fur die aittestamendiche
of the call in this gattung is to
of the prophetic formulation odthe
ofthe
Wissen schaft 77 december 1965 323 the goal odthe
ofthe
wissenschaft
announce publicly that yahweh commissioned the prophet in question as his representative the german
borm criticism
horm
school efform
form
ofform
of
criticism has produced a number of studies defining literary genre and patterns associated with
zimmerlj
erhlj
zimmerla
Zimm
prophetic calls see especially walther zimmerh
Zimmer
tradiuonsgeschichte der prophetischen
prophet ischen
form und traditionsgeschichte
formund
berufungserzahlungen in ezechiel 2 vols neukirchen neukirchener
Neu kirchener verlag 1955 114 25 1I will refer
to the now available english translation of this work ezekiel trans ronald clements 2 vols philadelphia
fortress press 1979 all notes are from the first volume of this work see also georg fohrer die gattung
gerichte
richte uber symbol
ische Hand
symbolische
der Be
alttestamenthche wissenschaft
aur die a1ttestamendiche
handlungen
Wissen schaft
berichte
Prophe ten zeitschriftflir
lungen der propheten
benchte
propheter
zeitschnft fur
peate
64 no 1 1952
101 20
Bet
bez
die hauptprobleme des buches ezechiel beibefte
azir
keate
hefte zur zeitschiift
zeitschnft tur
fur die
bethefte
tuf
11 24
a1ttestamendiche wissenschaft
alttestamentliche
Berufung und altarbaujdc 6611
Wissen schaft 72 1967 65 80 ernst kutsch gideons berufung
Theolo gische literaturzeitung 2 february 1956 75 83 hans walter wolff erkenntnis gottes im alten
theologische
The ologie 15 1955 446 68
theologia
testament hauptprobleme alttcstamendicher
tie
tle evangelische
Evange lische theologie
prophetic
alttestamendichcr Prophe
The ologie 20
theologia
Evange lische theologie
friedrich horst die visionsschilderungen der aittestamentlichen
alttestamentlichen propheten
Prophe ten evangelische
propheter
vorprophetischen berufungsbenchte
berufungsberichte gomngen
195 205 wolfgang richter die sogenannten vorprophetifchen
7960 193
1960
Gom ngen
g6ttingen
vandenhoeck and ruprecht 1970 J kenneth kuntz the selfrevelation
ogwphiladelphia fortress press
seaf
self revelation ofgodphiladelphia
1967 45 168 form criticism
criticism is the isolation analysis and interpretation of oral or literary forms underlying
written texts form criticism
criticism is based on the assumption that the structure and language of written texts often
reflect ritual and literary patterns hence form critical investigation attempts to discover the original oral
ritual and literary sources underlying the written narrative by reconstructing the pattern common to the sources
socio cultural and historic origins of the work in question form
because literary genre inevitably reflects the socio
criticism is
is a useful tool in determining the place time and purpose of composition of a work see generally
john H hayes old testament form criticism san antonio tex trinity university press 1974

gli
gil

edward T jones A comparative study of ascension motifs in world religions in deity and death
moung university 1978 81 see also
myung
maung
yaung
ed spencer J palmer provo religious studies center brigham young
fallen the enthronement of sabaoth jewish elements in gnostic creation myths in nag
francis T fallon
hammada
hammadi studies 10 leiden E J brill 1978 38 67
41van
Uppsala A B ludequistska 1949 30 33 the interpreters bible
van engnell the call of1saiah
of isaiah uppsala
new york
mork
sacral kingship in ancient1srael
204 7 746
7 46 47 aubrey R johnson sacralkingship
kirk abingdon press 1956 55204
ancient israel
cardiff university of wales press 1967 64
16 21 habel
Ezekiell
significance ofthe
ezekiel 116
odthe
the call narratives 297 309 matthew black the
Zimm erh ezekiell16
of ohe
zimmerh
zimmerl
in
mjews
jews greeks and christians religious cultures
throne theophany prophetic commission and the son of man moews
Harn menon
Ham
harnmerton
merton kelly and robert scroggs leiden EJ brill 1976 57 73 it should
in late antiquity ed robert hammenon
be noted that blacks purpose is not to delineate the prophetic call form but to date the son of man doctrine

klaus baltzer considerations regarding the office and calling of the prophet harvard theological
review 61 october 1968 568
71bid
bid 568 see also habel
significance of the call narratives 297
Bak
bah
baitzer
baltzer
zer office and calling of the prophet 568
9gerhard
sgerhard
the prophets new york harper and row 1967 33 34
sG erhard von rad the message odthe
of nhe
black the son of man 58ff see also zimmerli
Zimm erh ezekiel 197 110
black
the son of man 59
von rad message odthe
the prophets 43
of rhe
ofthe
13 13benjamin
matthaean
matthean
thean redaction of a primitive apostolic commissioning an
benjamin jerome hubbard the Mat
matthew 2816 20 missoula mont society of biblical literature and scholars press 1974
exegesis of
ofmatthew
4a 151
28 30 12
17 1 14 241 9
15 1 6 171
1128
121l aa
is also found at gen 11
25 67 the auditory form of prophetic call is
41 5745
559
aa ex 31 416 6622 13 71
46 1 5a
7 1 6 num 22
26
22 35 deut
37 45 461
4157
35 9 15 4137
23 25 2810 22 359
beut 3114 31
2222
3745
2623
2625
igi
4 4 10 6611
gil11 24 1 sam 31
gli
11 11 judg 44
3 114
22 1 16 ezra 11 5
19 1 iga isa 491 6 1 chr 221
josh 1111
la 1I ggs
kgs 191
4 1a
14john
semeia
semela 14 1979 9 until recently the genre
johnjJ collins toward the morphology of a genre semels
apocalypse was thought to be a rather late development coming well after the babylonian captivity in recent
years however the genre is recognized to have developed from and concurrently with the prophetic tradition
see paul D hanson jewish apocalyptic against its near eastern background revue Bib
lique 78 january
biblique
1971 31 58 frank moore cross canaanite myth and hebrew epic cambridge harvard university press
326
526 46
1973
1975
1973326
1973526
15 the
Charlesw onh
pseudepigrapha ed james H charlesworth
old testament preudepigrapha

garden city NY doubleday
1983 142 translations of pseudepigraphic texts will be from this work unless otherwise indicated
gershon G scholem major trends in unjewish
injewish mysticism 3d
jewish
ad ed rev new york schocken books 1961
enoch missoula mont scholars press
46 184 david suter tradition and composition in the parables of
ofenloch
ofenoch
1i ethiopic apocalypse of enoch second century BC
first century AD
1979 16 ephraim isaac
in charlesworth the old testament pseudepigrapha 1166 7
james rendel harris odes and psalms ofsolomon
of solomon cambridge cambridge university press 1909
qumran isis caught up to gods presence
the poet of the odes like the singer of the thanksgiving hymns at quaran
and joins the heavenly choir in praising god
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op bany
adny
hany
theophany
the
the throne tae
taf

93
95

zimmerli ezekiel 1101
hosea 11 joel 11 micah 11 zeph 11 jer
jet 11 44
zimmerli ezekiel 1100
iol
lol
loi
iao
ieo 101
leo
significance of the call narrative 310
2habel
shabel
habel
22 ZiMMerli
Zimm erh ezekiel 1113
231n
in the apocalypse of abraham abrahams vision
viston is stimulated by a liturgical prayer offered over
a sacrifice chap 9ft
9ff in 1 enoch enoch says 1 I wrote down your prayers so it appeared in vision for
aff
your prayers will not be heard throughout all the days of eternity
and your petitions on their behalf
will not be heard neither will those on your own behalf which you offer weeping and praying
1 enoch 144
14 4 7 the greek apocalypse of ezra also begins with a prayer to which an angel answers
it came to pass in the thirtieth year on the twenty second of the month I1 was in my house and I1 cried out
saying to the most high lord grant me glory so that 1I may see your mysteries when night fell the angel
michael the archangel came 11 3 louis F hartman and alexander dilella see a liturgical background
darwel
Daniel anchor bible series
to prayers used in the book of daniel and the pseudepigrapha the book ofdaniel
of darnel

new york doubleday 1978 248
in 2 enoch the heavenly messengers are described as follows their faces were like the shining sun
their eyes were like burning lamps from their mouths fire was coming forth their clothing was various
1 5
2 enoch 15
gli
glistering
stering than gold their hands were whiter than snow
singing their wings were more blistering
14 9 12 the apocalypse of abraham describes the mediating angel laoel
recension J compare I1 enoch 149
the appearance of his body was like sapphire and the look of his countenance like chrysolite and hair of
his head like snow and the turban upon his head like the appearance of a rainbow and clothing of his garments
like purple see pt 2 of chap 10 of george herbert box the apocalypse ofabraham
of abraham london society
for promotion of christian knowledge 1919
151n
in the ascension of isaiah isaiah seats himself upon a couch in the palace and while he was speaking
with the holy spirit
he became silent and his mind was taken up from him and he did not see the
6 2tf in 2 enoch enoch reports
men who were standing before him 62ff
and I1 lay on my bed sleeping
and while 1I slept a great distress entered my heart and I1 was weeping with my eyes in a dream and I1
1 2 3 recensionj
could not figure out what this distress might be nor what might be happening to me 12
recension J
levi after levis prayer then sleep fell upon me and I1 beheld an high mountain
in the testament of
oflevi
and I1 was on it and behold the heavens were opened and an angel of the lord spoke to me levi levi
compare 1I nephi 111 As I1 sat pondering in mine
115
mine heart I1 was caught away in the spirit
5 6
enter
of the lord yea into an exceedingly high mountain which I1 never had before seen and upon which 1I never had
de sirest thou
see also ether 36
before set my foot and the spirit said unto me behold what desirest
3 6 8 von rad
notes however that this psychological effect of the vision is not unique to the call account because it is also
rhe
found in secondary visions not involving a prophetic commission see von rad message of
the prophets 40
odthe
ofthe
see ascension of isaiah 61 3 the bed or couch motif is not found in the context of call accounts in
sec
4 5 15
the old testament but such a bed supporting the visionary recipient may be found in dan 2228
28 29 45
71 1 sam 3
jewish apocalyptic philadelphia westminster press
method and message of ofjewish
david syme russell the methodandmessage
1964 165 66
1964165
and it came about when 1I had spoken to my

sons those men called me

and

they took me up onto

1 enoch 31
3 1 recension J
their wings and carried me up to the first heaven
79the
of experience was thought to be quite literal by the pseudepigraphic
the raising onto a different dimension ofexperience
authors for ancient jews there was a plurality of heavens god dwelt in the highest for many there were
seven heavens derived from babylonian cosmology the belief in seven heavens is found in late 1 enoch
B
2 enoch apocalypse of abraham testament of levi text
and the talmudic treatise chagigah
Chagigah 12b
ggs 827
8 27
deut 1014 1 kgs
the emphasis on a plurality of heavens isis also found in the old testament beut
Ps 1484
148 4 the emphasis in early I1 enoch the testament of levi and early christian sources however was
rhe twelve patriarchs assen netherlands np
Np
upon three heavens see marius dejonge the testament odthe
of the
ofthe
paul the visionary new testament studies 25 1979 212 18
1953 46 andrew T lincoln
hanson jewish apocalyptic 31 58 julian morgenstern the gates of righteousness hebrew
union college annuals
annual6
of early semitic ritual london british
annual6 1929 samuel henry hooke the origins ofearly
any
academy 1938 frederickjames
jerusalem in myth andritual
frederick jlmes
and ritual
james hollis
holhs
holas the sun cult and the temple at atjerusalem

ap

ed samuel henry hooke london oxford university press 1933 aubrey R johnson hebrew conception
zev kingship london oxford university press 1958 228ff ferdinand dexinger
Dex
myth ritualandkingship
of Kingship smyth
and
in byra
dexmger
mger
vmyth
delinger
ritual zed
inger
g5ttersdhne
stunz
sturz
stam der gottersohne
stem
stun
Gotter sohne oder engel vor der siht
Sint
sihr
sintflut7
sintflut
flut vienna verlag herder 1966 33 60 E theodore mullen
the assembly of the gods harvard semitic monograph chico calif scholars press 1980
yahweh journal of theological studies 45 1944 151 57
31h
H wheeler robinson the council of yahwehjournal
21
frank moore cross the council of yahweh in
XL 13
m second isaiah the heavenly council in isaiah x113
7321
1321
m nibley on the
london cambridge university press 1971 49 53 hugh nibley the expanding gospel in
timely and the timeless 22 4 11 the statement that the heavens opened is found only in
m ezekiel 11 in the
m the book of mormon see 1 ne 18
m 1 nephi and elsewhere in
old testament but occurs many times in
12 6 hel 548
24 2813 this phraseology exerted a great influence in the
5 48 3 ne 17
1114 27 30 126
1724
22 1 testament of levi 26 51 18
baruch 221
pseudepigraphic genre evidenced in the syriac apocalypse of
ofbaruch
1866
18
testament ofjudah 24
2422 3 maccabees 6618
3 russell
message and method 168
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assembly of
the gods 156 68 274 78 the vision of god on his throne attended by the
odthe
heavenly council is found in 1 enoch no less than five times 1418 22 471 3 enoch saw him the
antecedent of time while he was sitting upon the throne of his glory and the books of the living ones were
601 3 715
71 5 14
open before him and all his power in heaven above and his escorts stood before him
1025 3 the scene in the ascension of isaiah 1132
11 32 33 of christ on the right hand and the holy
102
90 20 37 1023
9020
spirit on the left hand of the father demonstrates a well developed tritheism
tri theism wherein the son was subordinate
of isaiah london adam
to the father and the spirit to the son see robert henry charles the ascension of1saiah
and black 1900 p 1 1 1I saw him sit down on the right hand of that great glory whose glory I1 told you
that 1I could not behold and also the angel of the holy spirit 1I saw sitting on his left
34 34cross
cross canaanite myth 274 n 1 compare mullen assembly odthe
the gods 195 97 217 19
of tae
ofthe
35 compare
35compare hugh nibley since cumorah salt lake city deseret book co 1973 172 73
and then
the lord will raise up a new priest to whom all the words of the lord will be revealed he shall effect the
judgment of truth over the earth for many days and his star shall rise in heaven like a king kindling the
light of knowledge as day is illumined by the sun and he shall be extolled by the whole inhabited world
testament of
they shone with gladness
levi 18
1822 3
oflevi
the stars shone in their watches and were glad
for him who made them
554
3 34
baruch 354
334
georg
36georg widengren
fhe
the apostle and the heavenly book 7 uppsala
tis
Widengren the ascension of
Upp sala acta universitatis
umversitatis
widergren
Universita
odrae
upsahensis 1950 22 39 russell message andmethod
upsaliensis
und
and method 108 the apocalyptic writers indicate that these
divine revelations disclosed in direct visions by angelic mediation or the heavenly tables were written down
by ancient seers and preserved in their sacred books like the heavenly tablets themselves the books revealed
not only what had been but also what would be and related the whole purpose of god for the universe from
creation
creatlon to the end time they had been hidden away for many generations and handed down in a long line
of secret tradition faithfully preserved until the last days these books are now being revealed to the faithful
33 mullen

people of god
371bid
ibid 7

32 21 22 from bethel jacob saw in a vision of the night and behold an angel was
jubilees
Jubil ees 3221
descending from heaven and there were seven tablets in his hands and he gave them to jacob and he
read them and he knew everything which was written in them which would happen to him and to his sons
during all the ages ezra dictated many books concerning the earths past and future at the behest of an
5 4
angel 4 ezra 14 levi read tables which told what would befall israel testament of levi 54
39
holy holy holy is the lord of hosts the whole earth is full of his glory isa 6633
39holy
then the spirit
volce of a great rushing saying blessed be the glory of the lord from
took me up and 1I heard behind me a voice
his place ezek 312 see simeon singer the authoyiseddady
authorized
authorised daily prayer book london eyre and spottiswoode
1929 39 and suter tradition and composition 18 19
40 mullen assembly of rhe
the gods 209 26
odthe
ofthe
OCh
ochapter
chapter
apter 39 of the similitudes isis a commentary on enochs throne vision and commission in 1 enoch 14 16
qedussa in 1 enoch 39 has six elements in common with 1 ne 114 1 the pause in 1 enoch 39
ioa
loa
the qedirssa
3910a
and 1I gazed at that place under his wings and 1I blessed and praised isis nearly identical to nephis
clous
cious things he
marvelous
pause and it came to pass that when my father had read and seen many great and marvelous
2 the praise of the might and attributes of god in 1I enoch 3911
did exclaim many things unto the lord
corresponds with the praise of gods power and goodness in I1 ne 114 3 enochs ecstatic utterances at
595 3 8 are similar to gehis
593
seeing gods abode in the high heavens in 1 enoch 393
39
lehis exclamation of praise to god
immediately subsequent to seeing his throne high in the heavens
4 the seers praise god in both 1 enoch
holy
39 12
3911 and 1 ne 114 5 gods sovereignty over the whole earth is
is recognized in both 1 enoch 3912
5912
holy holy lord of the spirits the spirits fill the earth dependent on isa 6633 and 1 ne 114 great and
marvelous are thy works 0 lord god almighty
and thy power and goodness and mercy are over all
the inhabitants of the earth
and 6 the angels of the council in heaven sing continual praises to god in
14 surer
dast
suter believes the similitudes date from the first
fast century BC tradition
both 1I enoch 3913 14 and 1I ne 18
1814
and composition 29
41 41habel
erh from the words of the
Zimm ere
habel significance of the call narratives 308 9 according to zimmerli
canonical prophets it becomes increasingly clear that the fact of being sent out by god forms the basic
authorization of the prophet neither the mastery of the mantic
manuc technique nor the possession of a particular
psychic disposition distinguishes a man as a prophet but only the fact of being sent by yahweh thus the
6 8 jer 1177
word sra
s 1I1 h appears at the decisive point in the call narratives isa 68
it is therefore entirely
to the point that the first divine word to ezekiel should contain the statement of sending ezekiel 113
11322
nge
43 mullen assembly
nhe
the gods 216
of
odthe
44enoch
enoch is
is commissioned to teach his sons the contents of the heavenly books and now enoch I1 am
giving you a waiting period of 30 days to set your house in order and to instruct your sons and all the members
of your household about everything from me personally so that they may obey what is said to them by you
and they will read and understand that there is no other god apart from myself so that they may carry
36 1
out all your instructions and study the books in your handwriting accurately and attentively 2 enoch 361
therefore counsel and
recension J levi is commissioned to teach his sons of the heavenly journey
understanding have been given to you so that you might give understanding to your sons concerning this
see abraham what
4 5 abraham is
testament of levi 45
is commissioned to teach his posterity of the vision
you have seen hear what you have heard know what you have known go to your inheritance and behold
I1 am with you forever
apocalypse of ofabraham
abraham 2921
29 21 isaiah and habakkuk also receive a commission to write
31in
in
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2 2 however in some of the
their visions so that others might read of their experiences isa 81 hab 22
10
apocalypses the book is to be sealed up and not opened until the end of time assumption of moses ioli
1011
loii11
Mat
hubbard matthaean
matthean
thean redaction 63 64
mon
von rad message of the prophets 44
46von
47 zimmerli ezekiel 1106
41 marvin S hill
york
mork bligham
shaping the mormon mind in new england and new myrk
bngham young
bigham
51 73 timothy L smith
university studies 9 spring 1969 3 51
the book of mormon in a biblical culture

journal ofmormon
of mormon history 7 1980 3 22
see generally george A starr defoe and Spirit
mal autobiography princeton NJ princeton
49see
spiritual
ual
york cornell
newyoik
mork
university press 1965 edmund S morgan visible saints the history ofa
of a puritan idea new
oda
spiritual autobiography in early america princeton NJ princeton
university press 1963 daniel B shea spiitualautobiography
university press 1968

5ineal
fineal
5neal E lambert and richard H cracroft emergence of a fundamental the expanding role
ofjoseph
of joseph smiths first vision in mormon religious thoughtjournal
of mormon history 7 1980 31 42
thought journal ofmormon
see also lawrence rosters
ofjohn lyons vision ofgod
of god in 1802 first visions sunstone september
fosters account ofjohn
mormons and the oneida
october 1983 39 43 lawrence foster religion and sexuality the shakers the cormons
mork
moik oxford university press 1981 62 71
community new york
Brainerd new haven yale 1822 45 57 robert philip the life and
und
and duiights life of
edwards anddwights
obrainerdnew
ofbrainerd
dmd
np
N p 1837 henry alline the life andjournal
and journal of the rev mr
times of george whitefield london ap
bumsted henzy
henry
henry alline 1748 84 in
henty alline boston gilbert and dean 1806 see especially J M burnsted
hemy
411 the following early american
31
canadian biographical studies toronto university of toronto press 1971 511
311
visions of god conform to the spiritual conversion account sketch ofthe
the life efelder
elder benjamin putnam
of elfer
of rhe
odthe
ofelder
woodstock NY david watson 1821 18 20 autobiography ofelderjacob
of elder jacob knapp new york sheldon
yemnton 1828 20 21 A Di
course
discourse
thornton providence J B yerrinton
and co 1803 14 15 the life offiderabel
abet
abel thomton
of elder aret
the
rev alfred bennett homer NY rufus A reed 1851 9 10 memoirs odthe
on the life and character ofree
of mev
ofrev
of rhe
ofthe
new york privately printed 182
18255 22 22 5 the dealings of god man and
hibbardivn
lofb hibbard
life and travels ofb
the devil in the life experience and travels oflorenzo
win faulkner 1833 15 16
of Lorenzo dow norwich conn wm
ged
the
and religious experience ofro
raf life andreligious
boy potter providence H H brown 1829 120 23 memoirs
memoirs odthe
of roy
of rae
ofthe
afro
rev jesse lee new york N bangs and 1 mason 1823 607 the life conversion travels preaching
of rep
ofrev
ofree
rev
and sufferings ofelias smith 2 vols dartmouth NH
N H privately printed 1816 58 60 memoirs of
ofrev
ofree
eleazer sherman
charles G finney new york fleming H revell co 1832 18 20 the narrative of
ofeleazer
rev
providence H H brown co 1830 18 20 life and observations ofree
E newell worcester mass
eed E F
of mez
ofrev
C W Ams
worth 1847 10 12 rev frederic denison ed the evangelist or life and labors ofrev
ainsworth
of rev jabez
ofree
S swan waterford conn william L peckham 1873
elder henry kendall
50 51 autobiography ofelder
of
efelder
14 16 lucious matlock the life ofree
york
53
portland maine privately printed
rev orange scott new moik
mork
1853
primed 18
of
ofrev
C prindle and L C matlock 1847 9 10 tears of
john IV maffitt new
the life ofjohn
contrition sketches odthe
of tohn
of rhe
ofcontrition
ofthe
rev levi parsons poui
rea
darmel
poultney
mey
darnel
daniel 0 morton
Poul
london conn samuel green 1821 49 5 11 dammel
qfrev
morion ed memoir of
vt smith and shute 1824 18 19 memoirs of elder elijah shaw boston L J shaw 1852 21 22
john buzzell the life oceder
of elder benjamin randal limerick maine hobbs and woodman 1827 18 21
ofeder
autobiography ofa
of a pioneer rev jacob young cincinnati hunt and eaton 1857 46 47 nathan cole s
oda
spiritual travels cited in daniel shea spiritual autobiography 208 21 sketches of the late rev
samuelhopkins
samuel
szmuel hopkins hartford conn hudson and goodwin 1805 35 george peck early methodism within
the old genesee conference from 1788 1828 new york green and porter 1860 185 86
the bounds odthe
of fhe
ofthe
A sketch on the life of ofstephen
np
N p 1830 7 8
stephen H bradley madison conn ap
BYV studies 9 spring 1969
allen
ailen the early accounts of ofjoseph
joseph smiths first vision BYU
james
51ames B alien
279 80 compare joseph s account especially with that of stephen bradley
lipe
life ofelias smith 59 my mind seemed to rise in that light to the throne of god and the lamb
peck early methodism 185 while 1I was there knelt before the lord with the eye of my mind directed
heavenward a straight gate opened to my view which it seemed I1 had entered and directly before me a
beautiful narrow way opened ascending to the throne of god
54 54stephen bradley george whitefield lorenzo dow jacob
stephen
knapp and benjamin putnam
55the
m the description of deity in ezekiels account is evidenced by a succession of phrases
the restraint in
denoting approximate similarity rendered in the king james version as the likeness as the appearance of
1 26
odthe
of rhe
of the likeness ofthe
odthe
odthe
the glory ofthe
the lord ezek 128 the tentative
ezek 126
and the appearance ofthe
mannEzek
aama
of ohe
amanezek
nature of ezekiels account was translated into the very language used by lehi in the work of an alexandrian
dramatist of the second century BC known as ezekiel the tragedian methought upon mount sinais
kinais brow
I1 saw a mighty throne that reached high to heavens high vault whereon there sat a man of noblest mien
tre and his right hand to me made sign and 1I
sceptry
sceptre
wearing a royal crown whose left hand held a mighty scep
ram
pamphile
pamphili
phili evangelican
Pam
tamphili
angilica
Evang
mca 451
stood forth before the throne
eusebia
evangelicae
Evangel icae
43 1I
eusebius preparation
Prepa
eusebii Tam
eusebn
431
preparatio
ratio Ev
ap 1903 3470
preparationist
preparationis
preparationif
Preparationifis trans E H gifford 4 vols pt I1 oxford np
byvstudies
gehis
51s
S kent brown
studies 24 winter 1984
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